
Qualified defense investigators 
are vital to alleviating 
Oregon’s public defense crisis.



Quality investigators 
increase attorney capacity, 
improve court efficiency, 
and save taxpayer money.
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Criminal Defense Investigators are 
on the front-line helping Veterans, 
the Houseless and those suffering 
with mental illness.



Oregon’s unrepresented defendants



James Hudson 
To make su cient money to support my family I 
changed careers. I loved my career in criminal defense 
and I miss the opportunity to work in that field.

John Smith
Because of substantial fixed overhead combined 
with the low rate, I have had to take side work in 
the service industry to make ends meet.

Jen Trezza
I was very successful in my work, and I had more clients 
than I could handle, but I ultimately had to move myself 
and my business to Michigan in order to make a living.

Attrition of Oregon’s investigators

OPDS is losing about 8% of investigators per year. Attrition can be resolved with an increase in pay.
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Oregon public defense pay rates: Historical

Lead attorney, 
non-capital

Investigator, 
non-capital

Investigator, capital

Lead attorney, capital$61

$108

$45
$40



Oregon public 
defense investigator 
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retirement
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Oregon Dept. of Justice

Oregon DOJ has consistently raised the rates of their investigators since 2017. This in turn 
allows DOJ to pay investigators a living wage. OPDS investigators lag far behind DOJ rates.



Oregon public 
defense pay rates: 
Unrepresented 
cases & POP 114 Lead attorney, POP 114

Lead attorney, 2023

Investigator, 2023

Investigator, unrepresented

Lead attorney, unrepresented

Investigator, POP 114
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A rate of $75/hour will 
keep good investigators, 
recruit new investigators, and 
allow investigators to execute 
work without financial worry.
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